
Sys Boost – System Tune-Up Software 

 

Sys Boost is computer system tune-up software. It is an advance and used for manage, maintain 

and optimize the performance of your system. Sys Boost wipes junk files or folders, optimizes 

internet setting, cleans browser history and internet cookies, removes disorganizes windows 

registry and all temporary files. Sys Boost takes a couple of minutes to do and revamp your 

computer system to run swiftly. It is not only allows wiping out data from your system, but also 

provides amazing feat 

Versatile features of software 

Defrag drive: Sys Boost Software defragments to all drives which is fragmented. After defrag drives system runs 

smoothly. And improves boot up time 

Registry clean: It scans and finds all unwanted files, junk files and software errors in the registry. Thereafter clean 

the registry and then your computer system will run faster. 

Select and Wipe: In this step, user has to selects that drive where file is to be stored. And select files deleted 

permanently. 

Select extensions: Mention the file extensions these can be pdf, doc, ppt, xls, ppt and more. And then wipe 

selected files. 

Internet wipe: With the help of this option user can improve the speed of internet. Because it wipes temporary 

internet files, cookies and clear internet history. 

Registry restore: If windows registry has cleaned by mistakenly, then user can easily restores registry in original 

format.  

 

Sys Boost has rich Graphical User Interface, with the help of (GUI) users can easily interact 

with software. Availability of Free Demo Edition and Animated Video for overview of entire 

system booting process. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

System Requirements 

It supports FAT, FAT16, FAT32 and NTFS file systems. 

It supports all version of Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP etc. and Servers 2012 

R2, 2012, 2008 R2, 2008 etc. 

800 MHZ processor or higher. 

Hard-Disk Requirements: 

 50 MB available hard disk space. 

RAM Requirements 

 256 MB for (Windows XP, Windows Server 2003/2000) 

 1 GB for (Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2008, Windows 

Vista) 

Why will users use Sys Boost? 

Sys Boost software is better than free system cleaners in many terms: 

 Very fast cleaning or wiping. 

 Provided password protection service. 

 Restoration of registry. 

 It also supports latest windows 8.1. 

 Provides animated video for overview of complete process. 

 


